NOTICE

Pursuant to this office notification of even no. dated 04/07/2019, the below mentioned candidates are provisionally selected for admission to 05 years B. Architecture Programme session 2019-20 at School of Architecture (Abdul Ahad Azad Memorial Degree College, Bemina, Srinagar) affiliated with University of Kashmir and the detailed selection list to this effect is available on the university’s official website www.kashmiruniversity.net & http://dcdc.uok.edu.in. After expiry of the last date the candidate shall forfeit his/her right to admission. The college shall operate the waiting list till 31.10.2019 in case the selection list is not fully filled up.

The selected candidates are directed to complete the admission formalities in the concerned college by or before 29.10.2019.

**NATA**

1) 19255031 BARKAT NABI 2) 19255066 SYED SHOIB SHOWKAT GEELANI 3) 19255030 AYAN FAROOQ 4) 19255075 FATIMA BACHA 5) 19255093 MUBEENA NABI 6) 19255067 ASIF ALI LONE 7) 19255076 ROKAYA RASHID

**JEE**

1) 19255023 MOHAMMAD WASIF BHAT 2) 19255051 SHAHAAB LATIF SHAH 3) 19255015 MYLA KHAN 4) 19255055 TASBIYA ALTAF 5) 19255017 UMYNAH FATIMAH 6) 19255027 HUDA BINTI MEHRAJ 7) 19255059 MOIZ BEHZAD KHAN 8) 19255054 HUMAIRA QAYOOM 9) 19255070 WAQAS AHMAD KHAN 10) 19255013 QAAIFA IBRAHIM 11) 19255039 NIHAAD SHOWKAT QURESHI 12) 19255034 AEJAZ RASHID DAR 13) 19255020 TARUB MUMTAZ 14) 19255036 TOIBA JAHAN 15) 19255019 MUSKAN MUSHTAQ 16) 19255022 MUNEENB ULLAH KHAN 17) 19255053 SALMAN KHURSEED LONE 18) 19255029 SAFREEN MUSHTAQ 19) 19255021 HIFA FAYAZ 20) 19255025 MUHAMMAD SALMAAN MIR 21) 19255045 HAFSAH MUZAFFAR 22) 19255068 SHAHID QAYOOM 23) 19255028 NEHAL ROUF WANI 24) 19255012 SYED MUSHARAF FAROOQ 25) 19255041 SANIA ASHRAF 26) 19255052 AIJAZ HAMID 27) 19255082 KAIFA BASHIR 28) 19255078 TOOBA KHURSEED 29) 19255026 RASHIFA FIRDOUS.

**WAITING LIST**

1) 19255069 MEHVISH ASHRAF 2) 19255085 SERHAUN JAN 3) 19255024 SYED MUEEZA HUSSAIN 4) 19255040 FAHAD ABDULLAH ZARGAR 5) 19255074 UMAR NAZIR 6) 19255038 MEHVISH MUNEENB 7) 19255062 UMAR FATHID JAN 8) 19255035 JANNAT ZAMAN 9) 19255090 FARHAN FAYAZ MIR

Sd/-
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